AGENDA

Meeting of Program Area Committee 7
Sunday March 5, 2017; 9:00 AM
Executive Boardroom
Hyatt Regency Bethesda
Bethesda, Maryland
800 371 9219
Conference ID 9517303#

0900 Breakfast (in meeting room)
0930 Welcome and introductions
0950 Questions for PAC 7:
   • **What?** What is the need for radiation education, risk communication, outreach and policy?
   • **So what?** Who is PAC7, what does PAC7 do, where is PAC7 going?
   • **Now what?** What will PAC7 do this year?

1030 Plan for PAC7: 5 year blue ocean and 2017 deliverables
1100 Break
1130 Review of Sunday’s 2 slide, 10 min presentation for the NCRP Summary Session
1200 Lunch (**CABINET / JUDICIARY**)
1300 Brainstorming on Communicating Findings from NCRP reports, questions to consider:
   • Why it is communications is so important?
   • How have findings have been communicated in the past?
   • What are the best current communication strategies?

1330 CC-1 (Ken Kase/Don Cool) (Boice/Held)
1430 NCRP Summary Session (**REGENCY IV + walkway**) [ballroom level]